
Materials needed:
*2 different fabrics, 1/2 yard of each
*scraps of 1 more fabric
*1 yard of fusible fleece interfacing
*fusible web for applique
*matching thread

Instructions:

Cut fabric and interfacing
Place your paper pattern on fabric A and cut 2, one on the 
right side of the fabric and one on the wrong side.

Place your paper pattern on fabric B and cut 2, one on the 
right side of the fabric and one on the wrong side.

Place your paper pattern on the fusible fleece and cut 2, one 
on the right side and one on the wrong side.

Using your scraps of fabric C, cut 2 of each circle.

Using the fusible web, also called Wonder Under, cut 2 of 
each circle.

Cut one piece of fabric B 2”x9”. This is for the loop.
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4. Repeat with all of the circles.
5. Arrange the circles on one of your stocking exterior pieces, fabric A. Make
sure they are below the applique placement line on the paper pattern.
6. Press the circle to the stocking piece.
7. Stitch the circles to the stocking using a straight stitch, zig zag or other deco-
rative stitch. I used the blanket stitch. My favorite.

Applique
1.Place your fusible web circles on your ironing board, glue side up. The glue
side is the shiny, textured side.
2.Place your circles on the web circles, right side up and press them.
3. After you’ve given them a second to cool, peel the paper from the circles,
leaving the glue on.
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Make the Loop
1. Place the loop piece on your
ironing board, wrong side up.

2. Fold loop piece in 1/2 length-
wise, wrong sides together and
press.

3. Open loop piece.

4. Fold bottom 1/2 of loop piece
toward the fold line & press.

5. Fold top of loop piece toward
the fold line & press.

6. Fold  loop piece halves on
each other and press.

7. Stitch 1/8” from the open edge
of loop piece.
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Assemble Exterior
1. Place on piece of fusible fleece on the
ironing board, glue side up. The glue side
usually has small dots on it.
2. Place a coordinating piece of stocking
exterior, fabric A, on the fleece.
3. Adhere the fabric to the fleece by press-
ing.
4. Repeat these steps with the other fleece
and exterior piece.
5. Place one piece of exterior A on table,
wrong side up.
6. Place the other piece of exterior A on
the first piece, right side down. Pin if you
like.
7. Sew the 2 pieces together by stitching
around the perimeter of the stocking, leav-
ing the top open and using a 1/4” seam
allowance.
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Assemble Lining
1. Place one piece of the liner, fabric B, on the table, right side up.

2. Take your loop piece and fold it in half, making  a loop.

3. Place the loop on the back side of the liner, where the slight angle is, matching raw
edges. Should be about 3 inches from the top.

4. Place the 2nd piece of liner on the first piece, right side down.

5. Re-pin the loop on the outside of the 2 stocking pieces and remove the pin on the
inside. This just helps you keep an eye on the pin and not break a needle while sew-
ing. 1 3 4 5
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6. Sew the 2 liner pieces together by stitching around the perimeter, leaving the top
open and using a 1/4” seam allowance. Leave a 3” opening on the back side of the
stocking, mid-way down the side.

7. So that the stocking will not bunch when turned, we need to clip the inside curve
where the shin turns into foot. Snip every 1/4”, being careful not to snip the stitches.
Do this for the liner and the exterior.
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Assemble stocking
1. Turn liner so that it is right side out.

2. Insert liner into the exterior which is wrong side out.

3. Sew the liner to the exterior by stitching around the top opening using a 1/4”
seam allowance. Make sure your loop doesn’t get in the way of the needle.

4. Pull the liner out of the exterior. You’ll see the wrong sides of each piece.
5. Pull the exterior through the opening until the liner and the exterior are  both
right sides out.
6. Press the opening of the liner so that the edges are folded in.
7. Sew the opening closed by stitching as close to the edge as you can while making
sure that you catch both sides.
8. Stuff the liner into the exterior so that the exterior is right side out and you can
see the right side of the liner when you look inside.
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Let’s finish it up!
1. Push the stocking out nice and smooth making sure that all of the curves
are nicely shaped.
2. Press the stocking, making it nice and neat, focusing on the opening. Make
the seam smooth and neat.
3. Topstitch around the opening of the stocking, 1/4” from the edge.
4. Fold the top of the stocking down over itself, creating the cuff.

That’s it! You’re finished.

I hope you enjoyed this 
complimentary sewing 

pattern. Please visit 
schoolhousepatterns.com 
for updates, specials and 

other freebies.

We’re on facebook, 
@schoolhousepatterns and 

twitter too, @shpatterns
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fabric C

Cut 2 of 
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Piece 1
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Cut 2 of fabric B

Cut 2 of fusible fleece
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Piece 3

Tape to piece 2 here
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Cut 2 of fabric C

Cut 2 of fusible web

Visit us online
schoolhousepatterns.com

for more patterns & tutorials

Piece 4

Tape to piece 1 here
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